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Project Overview

Create a workflow for several different programs 
to each other.

Use HDF5 to store output from Warp3D     to be 
rendered by Paraview in parallel      with 
OpenDIEL working with python GUI



Dream3d

Description: Creates grain structures to perform 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA).

Purpose: Analyze fractures and crack growth in 
materials under loading.



Voxel2Tet

Description: Converts tetrahedral mesh to 
smoother interfaces.

Purpose: Create more realistic and defined 
meshes for more accurate FEA analysis.



Gmesh

Description: Gmsh is a free 3D finite element mesh generator with a 
built-in CAD engine

Purpose: Create meshes of individual grain structures for FEA.



Warp3D

Description: Open source code for 3D nonlinear 
analysis of solids primarily for fatigue and 
fracture simulations with static, impact, dynamic 
and thermal loadings

Purpose: Analyze material mechanics under 
stresses to improve designs.

Code: Written in Fortran                            (Late 
1980’s - Current)



Paraview

Description: 3D Material Viewer

Purpose: Render a 3D object and visually 
represent stresses from Warp3D

Program Use: Opens .exo file given by Warp3D 
or .xmf file used with .h file



HDF5

Description: File Type .h5

Purpose: Store files/data by efficient and compact 
means using a hierarchical format (similar to 
terminal file storage) 

Code: Written in C, C++, Fortran



Measures Taken

Installed, compiled and ran all required programs 
separately

Wrote program to convert .geo to .h5 and opened 
with Paraview by giving a .xmf to represent 
formatting and attributes

Learning the structure of Warp3D source

Tried manipulating Warp3D source code to write 
to .h5 from C function called in Fortran

Wrote code to take from Patran Neutral Text File 
to .h5 and read to Paraview via .xmf file



Gmesh, Warp3d, and Paraview



Dream3d and Gmesh



Terminal Goal

Write code in HDF5 C/C++ to store output and 
physics from Warp3D

Run Warp3D, HDF5 and Paraview in parallel 
with OpenDIEL and Python GUI

Manipulate object with Warp3D physics, Python 
GUI and Paraview to show calculated stresses on 
meshed nodes and elements



What’s next?

● Continue developing workflow to get meshed 3d grain structures input to Warp3d for analysis.
● Continue work on getting Warp3d to output stress, strain and other data in HDF5 to be viewed 

in Paraview



Questions


